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7-2 Consider a rigid body undergoing a pure rotation with no external forces acting on
it. The kinetic energy is then given as

K =
1

2

(
Ixxω

2
x + Iyyω

2
y + Izzω

2
z

)
with respect to a coordinate frame located at the center of mass and whose coordi-
nate axes are the principal axes. Take as generalized coordinates the Euler angles
φ, θ, ψ and show that the Euler-Lagrange equations of motion of the rotating body
are

Ixxω̇x + (Izz − Iyy)ωyωz = 0

Iyyω̇y + (Ixx − Izz)ωzωx = 0

Izzω̇x + (Iyy − Ixx)ωxωy = 0.

Solution:

With no external forces or torques acting on the body, the Euler-Lagrange equations
are

d

dt

∂L

∂q̇k
=
∂L

∂qk

Selecting the Euler angles as the generalized coordinates, we have

q1 = φ (rotation about z)

q2 = θ (rotation about y)

q3 = ψ (rotation about x).

In these coordinates,

ωx = φ̇ sin θ sinψ + θ̇ cosψ

ωy = φ̇ sin θ cosψ − θ̇ sinψ

ωz = φ̇ cos θ + ψ̇,

as shown in (4.86) on textbook page 140. This can also be written as in (4.87) as

ω =

 cosφ sin θ − sinψ 0
sinψ sin θ cosψ 0

cos θ 0 1

 φ̇

θ̇

ψ̇

 .
Since we are told to assume that no external forces act on the object, we may neglect
the acceleration due to gravity, thus the Lagrangian is just the kinetic energy.

The details of the calculations are tedious. We can use Matlab to take the deriva-
tives:
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sym(’ph’,’real’)

sym(’ps’,’real’)

sym(’th’,’real’)

sym(’dph’,’real’)

sym(’dps’,’real’)

sym(’dth’,’real’)

sym(’L’,’real’)

sym(’Ixx’,’real’)

sym(’Iyy’,’real’)

sym(’Izz’,’real’)

wx = dph*sin(th)*sin(ph) + dth*cos(ps)

wy = dph*sin(th)*cos(ph) - dth*sin(ps)

wz = dph*cos(th) + dps

L = (Ixx*wx^2 + Iyy*wy^2 + Izz*wz^2)/2

dLdph = simplify(expand(diff(L,ph)))

dLdps = simplify(expand(diff(L,ps)))

dLdth = simplify(expand(diff(L,th)))

dLddph = simplify(expand(diff(L,dph)))

dLddps = simplify(expand(diff(L,dps)))

dLddth = simplify(expand(diff(L,dth)))

and note that the time derivative of, e.g. ωz involves several terms

d

dt
ωz =

d

dt
(φ̇ cos θ + ψ̇) = φ̈ cos θ − φ̇ sin θθ̇ + ψ̈.

After some algebra, we should obtain the same result as using

Iω̇ + ω × Iω = 0.

Expanding the above equation we have Ixxω̇x

Iyyω̇z

Izzω̇z

+

 ωyωz(Izz − Iyy)
ωxωz(Ixx − Izz)
ωyωx(Iyy − Ixx)

 =

 0
0
0

 (1)

7-8 Derive the Euler-Lagrange equations for the planar RP robot in Figure 3.25 (of the
textbook).

Solution:

The planar RP robot consists of a prismatic joint affixed to the end of a link that is
attached to a rotational joint. The only challenge here, other than the tediousness of
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the calculations, is to correctly identify the Jacobians. The generalized coordinates
are q1 = θ and q2 = z.

The Jacobian for the first link is the same as for the two-link revolute joint arm,

Jvc1 =

 −`c1 sin q1 0
−`c1 cos q1 0

0 0

 .
For the second link, let’s place the origin of the frame at the center of mass, and let
`2 be the distance from the origin to the end of the second link. We obtain

Jvc2 =

 −`1 sin q1 − sin q1
`1 cos q1 cos q1

0 0

 .
The kinetic energy consists of four terms, one for the linear velocity of each link
and one for the angular velocity of each link. The potential energy consists of two
terms, one for the action of gravity on the center of mass of each link.


